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After a summer filled with travel and activity, it’s good to be home. I am settling in and 
getting back to my regular routines. I was just at the library picking up some books 
and I spotted a car in the parking lot with this bumper sticker ‘BOLDLY GOING 
NOWHERE’. It cracked me up and got me thinking about how nice it is to go nowhere, 
to do nothing, to sit still.

Sitting still was hard for me to accept as a good thing. I get a lot of my self-esteem by 
the things I do. I feel good about myself when I’m doing something measurable. I love 
the accolades that come from accomplishing anything tangible. Letting myself sit and 
do ‘nothing’ was so hard for so long, but it has become a regular part of my days now. 
I’m proud of my new ability to be restful and usually have no guilt about whatever it is 
that I am not getting done.

One of the best things about coming home is the little lake we live on. The lure of the 
water entices me to sit and stare. This has become one of my greatest pleasures. I 
love waking up in the morning seeing the surface so calm. When I walk outside to sit, 
the quiet opens my heart. Sometimes I’m startled awake in the middle of the night 
during a lightening storm, the water is churning and brilliant beams & swirls of white 
are flashing about while thunder is rousing the whole neighborhood. It is so beautiful 
and powerful and scary all at the same time. But I think my favorite time to sit still and 
watch the lake is in the evening. The sunsets are spectacular, each one so different...

Sitting Still
Monday, August 30, 2010

 Quote for Today

“

”

  At the heart of each 
of us. whatever our 
imperfections, there 
exists a silent pulse of 
perfect rhythm which 
is absolutely individual 
and unique, and yet 
which connects us to 
everything else. 
      
      ~ George Leonard
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10 Comments 

Connie

Christine, what beautiful photos of your Lake. 
So calming in themselves.
Thank you for sharing.
I too love the sunsets that I have again in my 10th floor apt.
No longer see our salty lake as from my A Street  home, 
but the majesty of it all stirs my heart, yet calms my Soul.
Thank you, Love connie

Tuesday, August 31, 2010 - 10:11 AM

I hope these photos, from my back deck, have given you a minute or more to just 
sit...stare... relax and drink in the beauty that life is with no effort, no doing, no need to 
comment :-)

BUT if you’re so inclined to comment, I’d love to hear from you. Perhaps you 
can share what helps you be still, restful, and willing to sit.

Email Reminder - 

Click on the email 
below to get a 
reminder in your email 
box that tells you I’ve 
posted a new blog 
entry. (I seem to post a 
few times each month.)

christinemyoung@me.com
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yogapriestess

I love that bumper sticker too!! I just went to McCall and did some
stillness time...It seems the only path to my truth...get still and listen
after many years of scurrying around and doing!! WHo would have
know life in Michigan would be so endearing on the water!!! beautiful
sunsets on the water!!

Tuesday, August 31, 2010 - 10:53 AM

Jenny

Thank you, Christine, for sharing your eloquent thoughts.  Your
insights on sitting still are just what I needed to hear today.   I think
it's easy in our society these days to become addicted to ACTION...
all the time, busy, multi-tasking, racing to get one more thing done
before the end of the day.

For my part, I'm trying to calm that constant barrage by firmly placing
down some boundaries in my schedule.  I'm going in to work an hour
earlier so that I can leave every day at 3pm.  It's just two hours
difference from when I used to leave, but it makes a world of
difference to our family.   I am picking up Gwennie after school, then
getting Harper and GOING TO THE PARK, or to ice cream or to do
something that brings us together to play.  We have more time to
prepare for a nice dinner together as a family and more time to relax
and enjoy our life.   This is my commitment to slowing things down a
notch, enjoying life and spending more time sitting still.

Tuesday, August 31, 2010 - 11:02 AM

AMY

Not "trying to make it happen" helps me to be still and do less because
even just the words make me tired. I love your blog post and
gorgeous photos.

Tuesday, August 31, 2010 - 03:16 PM

Anonymous

aloha,
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even surrounded by ocean on this giant rock, it's easy to become
addicted to motion and racing thoughts.  stillness connects, whether
it's a moment or an evenint gazing at the luminated path of the milky
way surrounded by groupy starlets, a float in a boat, hours of yoga,
the overflow of coconut water streaming down a chin and between
breasts, or hovering silently, unnoticed, over two giant sea turtles as
though you were the thrid, the stillness connects me.  transports me to
a place of tranquil union with myself.

thank you for the opportunity to share the beauty from  your backyard
and your own stillness.  
barb

Wednesday, September 1, 2010 - 04:02 AM

cheerfulrebel@yahoo.com

Read your blog while letting my morning open up. I felt more open to
the day, less resistant. thank you.

Wednesday, September 1, 2010 - 11:05 AM

ZORRO

I love your new found stillness, it's inspiring and soothing making you
even more gorgeous than you already are to me. Let's do everything of
nothing tonight.

Wednesday, September 1, 2010 - 06:20 PM

Susan D

Christine...thank you for inviting me to sit and be still with the
beautiful images of your lake and the sun setting.  I find myself
feeling as if life is whirling again and yet I remind myself that I am
just playing in a different story.  I enjoy coming home and sitting in
the back by the pool and listening to the birds.  And yes, I too am
going nowhere and it feels delicious!!!  Loving you!

    PREVIOUS NEXT    
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